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Abstract 

 
Recently, recognizing affects from both face and body 

gestures attracts more attentions. However, it still lacks of 
efficient and effective features to describe the dynamics of 
face and gestures for real-time automatic affect 
recognition. In this paper, we propose a novel approach, 
which combines both MHI-HOG and Image-HOG through 
temporal normalization method, to describe the dynamics 
of face and body gestures for affect recognition.  The 
MHI-HOG stands for Histogram of Oriented Gradients 
(HOG) on the Motion History Image (MHI).  It captures 
motion direction of an interest point as an expression 
evolves over the time. The Image-HOG captures the 
appearance information of the corresponding interesting 
point. Combination of MHI-HOG and Image-HOG can 
effectively represent both local motion and appearance 
information of face and body gesture for affect recognition. 
The temporal normalization method explicitly solves the 
time resolution issue in the video-based affect recognition. 
Experimental results demonstrate promising performance 
as compared with the state of the art. We also show that 
expression recognition with temporal dynamics 
outperforms frame-based recognition. 

1. Introduction 
Automatic affective computing has attracted 

increasingly attention from psychology, cognitive science, 
and computer science communities due to its importance in 
practice for a wide range of applications, including 
intelligent human computer interaction, law enforcement, 
and entertainment industries etc.  

Many algorithms and systems have been proposed in the 
past for automatic facial expression recognition. Generally, 
these methods can be categorized into two categories: 
image-based approaches and video-based approaches. 

Lanitis et al. [12] performed statistical analysis on static 
face images to model complicated facial expression. The 
model captures both shape and appearance features of 
facial expressions by considering different sources of 
variations, such as lighting changes, different person 
identity etc. Guo and Dyer [10] applied Gabor filter and 

large margin classifiers to recognize facial expressions 
from face images as well. Both papers classify face images 
into six basic universal expressions. Tian et al. [17] 
combined both geometry and appearance features to 
recognize action units (AUs) of the Facial Action Coding 
System (FACS), which are proposed by Ekman and Friesen 
[7]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Temporal dynamics of facial expressions is crucial for 

facial behavior interpretation [14]. In order to incorporate 
expression dynamics for affect recognition, several 
researchers have explicitly segment expressions into 
neutral, onset, offset and apex phases. Figure 1 shows the 
temporal dynamics of a “Happiness” expression. Chen et al. 
[4] employ Support Vector Machine (SVM) to temporally 
segment an expression into neutral, onset, apex, and offset 
phases by fusion of both motion area and neutral 
divergence features. Pantic and Patras [13] apply 
rule-based method to temporally segment AU into onset, 
apex, and offset phases from face profile image sequence, 
and then select the expressive frames for AU recognition. 
Tong et al. [18] employ a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) 
to systematically account for temporal evolutions for facial 
action unit recognition. Shan et al. [15] apply spatial 
temporal interest points to describe body gesture for video 
based affect recognition. Yang et al. [19] extract similarity 
features from onset to apex frames for facial expression 
recognition. Their dynamic binary coding method 
implicitly embedded time warping operation to handle the 
time resolution issue for video-based affect recognition. 

Inspired by psychology studies [1], which show that both 
face and body gesture carry significant amount of affect 
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Figure 1: The temporal dynamics of the expression of “Happiness”.
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information, Gunes and Piccardi [8] temporally segment an 
expression through both face and body gesture modalities. 
From the temporally segmented expression phases, they 
apply HMM (Hidden Markov Model) video based 
approach and the maximum voting of apex frames 
approach for the affect recognition through both face and 
gesture modalities. Although excellent performance has 
been achieved, the feature design is quite complicated for 
real-time processing, which involves optical flow, edginess, 
geometry features, and comparison with the neutral frame 
etc. The feature extraction also involves several facial 
component tracking, hand tracking, and shoulder tracking. 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach by employing 
very simple features: MHI-HOG and Image-HOG [6], to 
capture both motion and appearance information of 
expressions. MHI-HOG stands for Histogram of Oriented 
Gradients (HOG) on the Motion History Image (MHI) [2, 
16].  It captures motion direction of an interest point as an 
expression evolves over the time. Image-HOG captures the 
appearance information of the corresponding interesting 
point. By combining MHI-HOG and Image-HOG, we 
achieve comparable performance with the state of the art.  

In order to handle time resolution issue in video-based 
affect recognition, we apply temporal normalization 
approach over a complete expression sequence, i.e. from 
onset, apex to offset frames, to describe the dynamics of 
facial expression. Experimental results indicate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach to 
incorporate the expression dynamics in the affect 
recognition. 

Different from most existing approaches, which usually 
extract apex frames from the temporal segmentation results 
for frame-based affect recognition, we use the whole 
expression cycle, i.e., onset, apex, and offset for 
video-based affect recognition by applying the temporal 
normalization method. Intuitively, the dynamics captured 
from the complete expression cycle can help affect 
recognition. Our experimental results confirm this 
intuition. 

Furthermore, we extract features of both face and body 
gesture modalities from a single sensorial channel rather 
the conventional approaches which use multiple sensorial 
channels to extract different modalities. 

2. Method 

2.1. Overview 
Figure 2 outlines our overall approach to incorporate the 

temporal dynamics in expression recognition from both 
face and body gesture modalities. The overall approach 
consists of five major parts, i.e., facial feature extraction 
and representation, body gesture feature extraction and 
representation, expression temporal segmentation, 
temporal normalization, and expression classification. 

Facial feature extraction includes ASM (Active Shape 
Model) [5] facial landmark points tracking, and the 
extraction of MHI-HOG and Image-HOG descriptors from 
each facial landmark point. Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) is performed for the concatenated MHI-HOG and 
Image-HOG respectively in order to reduce the feature 
dimension for each frame. The ASM-based point feature 
representation using both MHI-HOG and Image-HOG can 
effectively capture the subtle variations of local face 
appearance and motion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To extract body gesture features, hands are tracked by 

skin color-based tracking and head is tracked based on face 
ASM model. Then the position and the motion area of the 
hand and head regions are extracted to model their 
trajectories and motion intensity. The Image-HOG and 
MHI-HOG of both hands are then extracted to describe 
their appearance and motion direction. 
 In our system, the extraction and representation of both 
face and body gesture features are very simple and efficient. 
ASM facial landmark points tracking, skin color detection, 
MHI images as well as the HOG descriptors can all be 
executed in real time. The temporal normalization of these 
features, i.e., the position, the appearance, and the motion, 
can efficiently describe the dynamics of facial expression 
for the affect recognition. 

2.2. Facial Feature Extraction and Representation 
As we have described in Figure 2, there are three steps to 

extract facial features. The first step is to track the facial 
landmark points using the ASM model [5] as shown in 
Figure 3(a). The total number of landmark points we use in 
our system is 53, excluding the face boundary points, since 
the face boundary points are not discriminative over 
different facial expressions. The second step is to extract 
the Image-HOG and MHI-HOG descriptors of the selected 

 
 
Figure 2: Flow chart of expression recognition from both face and 
body gesture modalities. 
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facial landmark points. As shown in Figure 3(b), the MHI 
image captures motion information of the facial landmark 
points, while the original image can provide the 
corresponding appearance information. For each landmark 
point, the feature dimension of the Image-HOG and 
MHI-HOG descriptors is 54 and 72 respectively. After 
concatenating the Image-HOG and MHI-HOG descriptors 
of all 53 facial landmark points on each frame, the resulted 
feature vector has 6678 dimension for each frame. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The feature dimension of 6678 is too large for a classifier. 

Therefore we reduce the feature dimension down to 80 by 
applying PCA on both the Image-HOG and the MHI-HOG 
descriptors respectively. The principal components of the 
Image-HOG and MHI-HOG are obtained from the training 
videos. 

2.3. Body Gesture Feature Extraction and 
Representation 

For body gesture, we extract the Image-HOG and 
MHI-HOG for both hand regions. In addition, we employ 
the positions and motion areas of both hand and head 
regions to measure their trajectory and motion intensity. 
Before we extract the body gesture features, a simple skin 
color-based hand tracking is applied to detect hand regions 
as shown in Figure 4 [11]. The center position of the head is 
extracted based on the ASM facial landmark points, as 
shown in Figure 4(b). Then we employ the center points of 
the hand and head regions, with reference to the neutral 
frame’s corresponding positions, to describe the location of 
the hands and the head respectively. The hands and head 
positions are further normalized with the subject’s height, 
which is measured from the center of the head to the bottom 
of each frame image. 

Motion areas of the hands and head regions are measured 
by counting the number of motion pixels from the MHI 
image within an NxN size window at each center, as shown 
in Figure 4(c). In our implementation, the motion pixel is 
defined as any non-zero pixel of the MHI image, and the 
window size is set as N=80. 

The MHI-HOG and the Image-HOG of both hand 
regions are extracted in the following steps. First, we select 
uniform grid interest points within both hands’ skin regions, 
which are also within the patch at each hand’s center. The 
patch size is also 80x80. Second, we extract the 
Image-HOG and the MHI-HOG descriptors for each 

selected skin interest point. Then we form bag of words 
representations of the Image-HOG feature and the 
MHI-HOG feature respectively for each frame. The 
codebook sizes in our experiments are set as 80 for both 
Image-HOG and MHI-HOG. Finally, we perform PCA to 
reduce the dimensions of the Image-HOG feature vector to 
4 and the MHI-HOG feature vector down to 1 respectively 
for each frame. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to eliminate the variance caused by different 

subjects, we further subtract the neutral frame’s MHI-HOG 
and Image-HOG feature vectors from each frame’s 
MHI-HOG and Image-HOG feature vectors. 

2.4. Temporal Segmentation 
An expression cycle generally contains a sequence of 

temporal segments, i.e., neutral, onset, apex, and offset. We 
combine both motion area of the whole MHI image and the 
neutral divergence feature to temporally segment 
expressions. A frame image’s neutral divergence is defined 
as the difference between the frame image and the neutral 
frame. We achieve more than 83% accuracy rate [4]. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 shows the temporal segmentation results of a 
“Surprise” expression using the combination of motion 
area and neutral divergence features. The ground truth 
temporal phase of each frame in the expression video is 
indicated by the solid line, while the corresponding 
predicted temporal phase is plotted using the dash line . The 
predicted temporal segmentation of the expression video 
matches the ground truth temporal phase quite well except 

         
(a)                                                  (b) 

 
Figure 3: (a) ASM facial landmark points tracking; (b) MHI Image

 
(a)                               (b)                            (c) 

 
Figure 4: (a) Hand tracking by skin color-based tracker; (b) 
Position of hands using skin color tracking and position of head 
using ASM model; (c) Extract motion areas of hand and head 
regions. 

  
(a)                                           (b) 

 
Figure 5: (a) A “Surprise” expression; (b) Temporal 
segmentation results of a video with “Surprise” expression based 
on both motion area and neutral divergence. 
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at the phase transition frames. The reason for the 
misclassification at the phase transition frames is that there 
is usually not a clear cut between adjacent temporal phases.  

However, a few frames offset at each temporal phases 
will not degrade the affect recognition performance 
because we employ the temporal normalization method 
over a complete expression cycle. For the simplicity, we 
use the ground truth temporal segments in our experiments. 

2.5. Temporal Normalization 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Time resolution of expressions can be different for 

different subjects or even same subject at different time. In 
order to handle this issue, we apply temporal normalization, 
over a complete cycle of an expression, i.e., from onset, 
apex to offset. Figure 6 illustrate the temporal 
normalization approach over both the original image 
sequence and the MHI image sequence.  

Different from previous approaches which use the 
temporal segmentation to extract apex frames for the affect 
recognition, we employ temporal normalization approach 
to include the whole cycle of an expression. The approach 
can capture more complete dynamics information of an 
expression as compared to that using apex frames alone. 

The normalization over the original images and the MHI 
images in an expression cycle can be accomplished through 
the linear interpolation of each frame’s feature vectors 
along the temporal direction. That is to interpolate each 
frame’s feature vector in the expression cycle to a fixed 
frame number along each dimension of the frames’ feature 
vectors. The number of frames in the normalized 
expression cycle is set from 20 to 30 in our experiments. 

2.6. Expression Classification from Face and Body 
Gesture Modalities 

We employ SVM with the RBF kernel using one vs. one 
approach as our multi-class classifier [3]. SVM is to find a 
set of hyper-planes, which separate each pair classes of data 
with maximum margin, then use maximum vote to predict 
an unknown data’s class. In our experiments, the feature 
data, i.e. the input features to the SVM, are facial features, 
body gesture features, or feature concatenation of both 

modalities of a complete expression sequence after 
temporal normalization. 

3. Experiments 

3.1. Experimental Setups 
The database we used is a bi-modal face and body 

benchmark database FABO [9]. The database consists of 
both face and body recordings using two cameras 
respectively. Two sample videos from the database are 
shown in Figure 7. Since it is not practical to use both face 
and body cameras for the real world applications, we only 
choose body camera, which contains both face and body 
gesture information. 
 In our experiments, we select 284 videos with same 
expression labels from both face and body gesture. These 
videos include both basic and non-basic expressions. Basic 
expressions are “Disgust”, “Fear”, “Happiness”, 
“Surprise”, “Sadness” and “Anger”. Non-basic expressions 
are “Anxiety”, “Boredom”, “Puzzlement” and 
“Uncertainty”. Each video contains 2 to 4 expression 
cycles. Videos in each expression category are randomly 
separated into three subsets. Two of them are chosen as 
training data. The remaining subset is used as testing data. 
No same video appears for both training and testing, but 
same subject may appear in both training and testing sets 
due to the random separation process. 

Three-fold cross validation is performed over all 
experiments. The average performances are reported in the 
paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2. Experimental Results 
3.2.1 Expression Dynamics 

To demonstrate the advantages of expression dynamics 
in the affect recognition, we compare the temporal 
normalization approach, which incorporates the expression 
dynamics, to the apex frame-based approach, which uses 
the maximum voting of apex frames without considering 
the expression dynamics. Both face and body gesture 
modalities are evaluated. 

  
(a)                                                (b) 

 
Figure 6: (a) Illustration of temporal normalization of a complete 
expression cycle over (a) the original images, and (b) the MHI 
images.  

             
(a)                                     (b) 

 
Figure 7: (a) sample images from an “Anger” expression video in 
FABO database recorded by body (left) and face (right) camera; 
(b) sample images from a “Boredom” expression video in FABO 
database recorded by body (left) and face (right) camera; 
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As Figure 8 shows, our video-based temporal 
normalization approach achieves significant improvement 
as compared with the maximum voting of apex frames 
approach, i.e. frame-based, for both face and body gesture 
modalities. The average accuracy gained is more than 5% 
and 12% respectively for the face and the body gesture.  

For both Image-HOG and MHI-HOG features, we also 
investigate the effects of PCA dimension on the affect 
recognition performance. For the face modality, the PCA 
dimension in Figure 8(a) is the reduced dimension of both 
Image-HOG and MHI-HOG features. The best 
performance using the facial features is achieved when the 
PCA dimension equal to 40 for the Image-HOG and the 
MHI-HOG respectively, as shown in Figure 8(a). For the 
body gesture modality shown in Figure 8(b), the PCA 
dimension is referring to the reduced dimension of the 
Image-HOG, while the MHI-HOG’s dimension is always 
reduced to 1. The best body gesture performance is 
achieved when the PCA dimension is 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Figure 8, we can clearly see the advantages of the 
temporal normalization approach including the expression 
dynamics over the maximum voting of the apex frames 
approach. 

Figure 9 shows a sample confusion matrix of our 
approach for face and body gesture modalities respectively. 
The class specific true positive rate is presented in the last 
column. 

 
3.2.2 Compare to the State of the Art 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the face modality, our method significantly 
outperforms the state of the art reported in [8], as shown in 
Figure 10(a). Note that the performance cited from 
(Gunes)* [8] in Figure 10 is frame-based accuracy. HMM 
method from Gunes and Piccardi [8] is the video-based 
accuracy result. Gunes and Piccardi report that the 
maximum voting of apex frames approach performed better 
than HMM video-based approach, which is opposite from 
our conclusion in Figure 8. 

For the body gesture modality, our method achieves the 
comparable performance with the paper in [8], as shown in 
Figure 10(b). Gunes and Piccardi [8] reported 76% 
accuracy with the Random Forest (RF) classifier. However, 
they use more complex features which include optical flow, 

     
                           (a)                                                  (b) 
 
Figure 8: Compare the temporal normalization method to the 
maximum voting of apex frames approach in affect recognition 
through (a) face modality; and (b) gesture modality. 

     
                             (a)                                           (b) 
 
Figure 10: Compare our approach with the state of the art using (a) 
facial features; (b) body gesture features; Note that the performance 
cited from (Gunes)* [8] is frame-based accuracy instead of 
video-based accuracy used in our paper.  

  
(a)   

    
(b)       

Figure 9: Sample confusion matrix using temporal normalization 
approach with (a) facial features; (b) body gesture features. The 
row is the ground truth category, and the column is the classified 
category. The last column indicates the true positive rate for each 
class of expressions. 

 
 
Figure 11: Compare affect recognition accuracy of gesture 
feature using MHI-HOG and Image-HOG to that without the 
MHI-HOG and the Image-HOG.  
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edginess, geometry features, and comparison with the 
neutral frame etc. The feature extraction also involves 
several facial components tracking, hand tracking and 
shoulder tracking. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the MHI-HOG 
and the Image-HOG features, we also compare the 
performance of gesture modality using both MHI-HOG and 
Image-HOG features to that without the MHI-HOG and the 
Image-HOG features, as shown in Figure 11. The average 
accuracy gain with the MHI-HOG and the Image-HOG 
features is around 7% for gesture modality. 

 
3.2.3 Fusion of Face and Body Gesture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We also evaluate the affect recognition by fusing both 
face and body gesture modalities. As compared with the 
individual modalities, i.e. face and body gesture, the fusion 
of face and body gesture modalities improves performance 
over all three testing subsets, as shown in Figure 12. This 
conclusion is consistent with the paper [8]. Face and 
gesture modality achieves comparable performance in our 
experiments, while Gunes and Piccardi report that body 
gesture has significantly better performance as compared 
with the face modality. 

4. Conclusion 
We have proposed a novel approach, which combines 

MHI-HOG and Image-HOG features through temporal 
normalization method, to describe expression dynamics 
using a complete expression cycle. Despite the simplicity 
of features used, the proposed approach shows promising 
results as compared with the state of the art. Face and body 
gesture modalities achieve comparable performance in our 
experiments. We also experimentally demonstrate that the 
expression dynamics can help affect recognition by 
comparing with the maximum voting of apex frames 
approach, and using both face and body gesture modalities 
could further improve the affect recognition performance, 
as compared with each individual modality.  
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Figure 12: Affect Recognition by the fusion of face and body 
gesture using simple concatenation. 


